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Online data validation is a performance-enhancing component of modern control and health management systems. It is essential that performance of the data validation system be verified prior to its use in a control and health management system. A new Data Qualification and Validation (DQV) Test-bed application was developed to provide a systematic test environment for this performance verification. The DQV Test-bed was used to evaluate a model-based data validation package known as the Data Quality Validation Studio™ (DQVS). DQVS was employed as the primary data validation component of a rocket engine health management (EHM) system developed under NASA’s NGLT (Next Generation Launch Technology) program. In this paper, the DQVS and DQV Test-bed software applications are described, and the DQV Test-bed verification procedure for this EHM system application is presented. Test-bed results are summarized and implications for EHM system performance improvements are discussed.

Nomenclature

\[DQV\] Data Qualification and Validation
\[DQVS\] Data Quality Validation Studio
\[EHM\] Engine Health Management
\[GUI\] Graphical User Interface
\[NGLT\] Next Generation Launch Technology
\[VBA\] Visual Basic for Applications

I. Introduction and Background

Online data qualification and validation (DQV) is a performance-enhancing component of a modern control or health management system. The quality of data used as the basis for control decisions can be affected by any measurement system component that converts physical system characteristics into quantitative digital information. Typical measurement system components would include transducers, signal conditioners, transmission hardware, and analog-to-digital conversion elements. The DQV system ensures that only valid information is provided to consumers of the data. To be effective for health management applications, a DQV system must be able to evaluate and qualify each measurement. Any erroneous sensor readings must be detected and isolated in a timely manner to prevent their consideration in health diagnosis, maintenance planning, and/or control decisions. This ensures the utilization of only good data and ultimately improves system availability and performance.

In order to establish confidence in a DQV system, its capabilities must be verified through a rigorous test program. Normal software validation procedures alone are not adequate. This is especially true for space propulsion health management applications with low to no tolerance for false alarms throughout the normal operating envelope. DQV system capabilities can be verified by characterizing the fidelity and timeliness of sensor fault detection and isolation.

An application referred to as the Data Qualification and Validation Test-bed (DQV Test-bed) was developed to provide a systematic, thorough, and quantitative method for assessing DQV system capability. To demonstrate this capability, the DQV Test-bed was used to characterize and evaluate performance of a specific DQV system termed...
the Data Quality Validation Studio™ (DQVS), as applied to a reusable and throttleable liquid fueled rocket engine. DQVS is a software package developed by Expert Microsystems, Inc. of Orangevale, California and performance testing was conducted using simulations of a reusable engine system being developed as a boost stage platform under NASA’s NGLT (Next Generation Launch Technology) program.

A. DQVS Software

The Data Quality Validation Studio™ software automates the production of online signal data validation modules that detect sensor failures and other data anomalies. The software consists of a data validation model development environment and a stand-alone runtime kernel. The development environment provides the workstation-based tools used to define the process model and decision strategy used by the runtime kernel to detect data quality problems in an online data stream. The development environment includes an autocode generator that automatically produces the model files used by the runtime kernel. The runtime kernel in conjunction with the autocode-generated process model and decision strategy files create an embeddable runtime module that can be integrated with a host control and monitoring system. The development environment is used for initial production and maintenance of the embeddable runtime modules that perform the real-time validation function in the specific process environment.

1. Model Based Reasoning Algorithm.—The DQVS software’s model based validation algorithm combines analytic redundancy with Bayesian decision logic. Analytical redundancy is a technique that predicts the value of a signal using values of other signals and known or empirically derived mathematical relations. System design relationships and signal redundancies provide many of these relations. Empirical relations derived using techniques such as statistical analysis, pattern recognition and neural networks are also employed.

A set of signals and a set of relations form a network of cross checks used to validate all signals in the model. The difference between a signal’s predicted value and its directly sensed value is termed a residual. The probability of a relation holding, given that all contributing signals are valid, is determined statistically by placing a threshold value on the relation residual. Threshold values for the relation residuals are pre-computed using nominal system operating data. Threshold values can be adjusted for normal run-to-run variations in the process signals using a procedure termed relation biasing. Biasing is accomplished during a short user defined interval at the start of each new monitoring phase. The software automatically computes bias offsets for signal validation relations over this short interval using special threshold and bias limiting logic in order to prevent faulted signal characteristics from being “learned” by the biasing algorithm.

2. Limit Filtering Algorithms.—Limit filters provide fast, simple validation coverage for gross signal failures, such as open or short circuit sensor failures and excessive noise. Limit filters compare a signal value to a pre-established nominal value and alarm when a threshold value is exceeded. The software implements a hierarchy of range limits, statistical noise limits, maximum step size limits, and missing signal checks that serve as a data validation preprocessor for the more sensitive model based validation algorithm. Each limit filter may be enabled for one or more process operating phases. The software provides analytical tools to statistically determine the appropriate limit filter threshold settings based on nominal system operating data.

The limit filtering algorithms monitor different characteristics of the sensor signal. Range filters monitor for upper and/or lower limits on the value of a signal. The limit values expected for the signal and the number of consecutive fault alarms required to generate a failure indication provide range violation detection capability. Delta filters monitor for positive and/or negative limits on a step change in a signal’s value. Noise filters monitor upper and/or lower limits on the standard deviation value of a signal. A localized line fit to the data may be used in order to remove value trends from the standard deviation calculation. Flat filters monitor for signals that have become non-responsive while continuing to return values within their valid range of operation.

B. Engine System Application

The objective of the DQVS application was to provide data validation/qualification for a liquid rocket engine system under development as a boost stage platform for NASA’s NGLT program. The engine system was to be reusable with a service life of 100 missions. Staged combustion was to be employed with a throttling capability. The propellants were to be a mixture of liquid oxygen and RP-1 (kerosene).

II. Data Sources

To facilitate development of a DQVS model, training data that spans the normal engine operating envelope are required. These data are used to calibrate an empirical model of nominal engine system function. The empirical engine model is then used to identify sensors and/or engine components that exhibit anomalous behavior outside of
designated bounds. Because DQVS models are empirically derived, training data quality directly impacts DQVS performance capabilities. These models derive their learned definition of nominal system behavior entirely from the training data. Operating characteristics not represented in the training data will appear abnormal relative to the learned behavior. Several sources of training data may be available, each presenting advantages and disadvantages for engine health management (EHM) system development.

An excellent source of data is produced from actual firing of an engine, either on a test stand or in flight. This source provides engine data considered most consistent both in format and condition with the target system. Generally speaking, hot-fire data reflect the cumulative effects of physical characteristics not modeled well or at all in typical engine computer simulations. These effects include higher order spatial dependence and small time scale transients. Hot fire data are, however, very costly to obtain, which contributes to limited testing and restricted operating envelope coverage. Depending on engine complexity, test setup time may also be significant resulting in reduced coverage due to schedule constraints. Furthermore, hot fire data must be carefully evaluated to remove all errors or anomalies prior to use for model training.

Obtaining data for an engine component degradation or failure during a normal hot-fire test program can be challenging. Whereas failures of sensors not utilized by the engine controller can be simulated in conjunction with hot fire data, a similar mixed data approach is not viable for engine hardware faults. Engine anomalies are usually difficult to accurately simulate given their impact on sensed conditions throughout an engine system. In general, engine fault data are only observed when an anomaly coincidentally occurs during an engine firing sequence. Planned seeding of engine component failures is generally considered impractical due to the risk to the costly engine system and test facility. In addition, if a fault of sufficient criticality happens to occur during a firing, the engine system is typically redesigned to avoid the recurrence of that specific failure mode. Therefore, once a critical failure signature has been observed, it is unlikely to reoccur in the same manner. This reduces the value of the observed failure signature for training engine health management systems.

Engine model based simulations provide another source of data; however, they are burdened by the need to verify physical consistency. Engine model simulation results are questionable prior to model calibration using test results because the fidelity of the engine model is usually constrained by available resources and understanding of physical phenomena. However, with sufficient resource investment, engine models can provide a valuable data generation platform. Model based simulations designed to facilitate EHM development might further include the ability to insert sensor and engine component faults. This provides a method for estimating sensor suite signatures of well-defined engine component faults. As previously mentioned, this is not easily accomplished with hot-fire testing.

The number and types of faults that can be simulated with models is constrained by model fidelity, computational complexity and processing resources. Even the most complex models provide only limited failure mode coverage due to limited knowledge and representation of fault propagation phenomena and resulting system interactions. Therefore, fault simulations are typically restricted to those that are well understood and have the largest risk reduction potential. Fortunately, constraints related to computational complexity and processing resources continue to diminish as computer capability improves.

Because this study was conducted in the early stages of engine development, the only viable source of engine system performance data was computer simulation. With engine components at various stages of design and fabrication, hot-fire data were unavailable. An engine model constructed to support the development process was employed. This model provided the basic simulation platform from which nominal and off-nominal engine data were produced for DQVS model development and testing.

The engine model utilized knowledge from heritage engine programs. Without authentic hot-fire data, engine performance parameters in the simulator were not completely characterized. Research into heritage engine system programs provided the bridge for this information gap. Because requirements for the target engine system made it distinctive from any predecessor, information was gathered from a diverse set of heritage engine systems.

Simulated measurement readings from engine model output were categorized by sensor source into control, redline and/or health management groups. The control sensors were those utilized by the engine controller to infer the actual performance level of the engine system. Traditional redline sensors were designated to indicate hazardous operating conditions requiring an emergency engine abort command. A sensor selection study was conducted to designate the health management sensors. The study selected a near-optimum sensor suite based on the ability to diagnose a targeted set of engine fault conditions. Some of the health management sensors were also members of the control or redline sensor groups.

Engine simulation output was augmented to reflect anticipated sensor suite configuration and signal characteristics. These considerations are outlined below.
1) Effects of random signal noise were added to each measurement. Signal noise was assumed Gaussian and
oise statistics for individual sensors were estimated using heritage engine system data. A Gaussian random
number generator reflecting these statistics was used to generate the sensor signal noise values.
2) Outputs from control and redline sensors were simulated independently for each redundant channel and/or
sensor. Health management sensors were assumed to be non-redundant.
3) For individual simulation runs, a sensor bias value was applied to each redundant sensor channel. Sensor
bias statistics were estimated using data from an ensemble of heritage engine system tests, and assuming
Gaussian ensemble statistics. A Gaussian random number generator reflecting these ensemble statistics was
employed to estimate the sensor bias value. Once computed, the bias value remained constant for each
redundant sensor throughout a simulation run.

Other characteristics of the engine model included the following:

1) Dynamic system response simulation allowed effects of transient inputs such as changes to the commanded
thrust level and engine fault conditions to be examined.
2) Engine-to-engine performance variation simulated by incorporating estimated build (i.e., manufacturing)
variation in engine component performance characteristics.
3) Properties of engine component failure or degradation conditions scripted within simulations.
4) Commanded control profile defining engine control sequence scripted within simulations.
5) User defined engine propellant inlet conditions. The Mission baseline inlet propellant property profile was
used without modification.
6) Uniform data sampling rate and unlimited data resolution assumed in the absence of specific guidelines.
7) Engine model executed in reasonable “wall-clock” time. The time to conduct a simulation was not a
constraint.

III. The Performance Evaluation Process

The evaluation process was designed to meet three fundamental objectives. First, the capabilities and limitations
of the DQV Test-bed as a comprehensive and cost effective verification and validation test platform were to be
demonstrated. Next, the performance of the DQVS as a data qualification and validation model was to be
characterized and evaluated. Finally, the robustness of the DQVS as a general engine health monitoring support
component was to be characterized. This last evaluation objective required measures of DQVS ability to:
discriminate sensor faults from engine system anomalies; and perform timely faulted sensor disqualifications
relative to propagating engine system fault diagnostic timeframes.

It was considered essential to conduct the evaluation procedure independent of the DQVS model developer.
Having an independent party conduct such an evaluation is a standard software industry practice. It was even more
important in this situation because proprietary data concerns prevented the DQVS model developer from having
access to an on-site data generation capability. Whereas it was feasible to transfer a relatively small number of
nominal data files to the DQVS model developer for development, it was impractical to transfer a large number of
data files for extensive performance testing. Conducting an independent evaluation where all of the necessary data
spanning a large range of nominal and faulted operating conditions could be generated was both sensible and
efficient.

An important factor in the evaluation was the expected range of operational conditions. Anticipated variances in
hardware manufacturing and assembly processes were expected to admit considerable engine-to-engine variation in
normal state measurements. Combined with typical run-to-run operational variation, this suggested that sensor
values would vary greatly over the normal operating envelope. In addition, multiple operating states were
anticipated for the normal command control profile. Taken together, these conditions suggested that simply
recognizing nominal engine operation would be challenging.

As the test program was being constructed, four fundamental test categories were defined.

1) **Nominal (No Faults).**—Tests in this category examine resistance to false alarms due to normal engine-to-
engine and run-to-run variations. A data validation system with a high false alarm rate given nominal data
would not be acceptable.
2) **Sensor Faults.**—Tests in this category examine how well a sensor fault is detected. Of course, this is the
primary objective of a data validation system. Types of sensor faults include sudden shifts, gradual drifts,
flat line signals, and signals containing excessive or abnormally low levels of noise.
3) **Engine Component Faults.**—Tests in this category examine the behavior of the data validation system in the presence of engine component faults. This was used to characterize the ability to discriminate an engine component failure from a sensor failure. This discrimination is challenging for instances where a component failure and a sensor failure have a similar effect on the sensor data.

4) **Sensor and Engine Component Faults.**—Tests in this category examine the complicated situation when both sensor and hardware faults are present. This was used to characterize the ability to discriminate sensor faults from other abnormal operating conditions. Once again, this discrimination is challenging for instances where a component failure and a sensor failure have a similar effect on the sensor data.

For initial development of the test-bed, a simplified test program was conducted using the first three fundamental fault categories. The fourth category was to be examined in later test sequences as experience was gained. In the condensed program, faulted function inputs were based upon statistics of the sensor signals. Sensor failures were implemented as a drift of one standard deviation of the signal per second. Engine component faults were implemented as shifts in hardware performance sufficient to produce a change of five times the standard deviation of at least one sensor signal. In the test sequence, all faults were initiated at the same point in time relative to engine start, which was early in the simulation run during steady state operation. This allowed the fault time to progress and provide insight into behavior during transients in the control profile. All input parameters were specified to be as “flight-like” as possible to be compatible with the DQVS training data.

The test program was organized into three sections for each test category:

1) Ten nominal cases based on normal engine-to-engine and run-to-run variability.
2) Two fault cases for each sensor not in the control group using a positive and negative drift in the sensor signal overlaid on engines exhibiting normal engine-to-engine and run-to-run variability.
3) One fault case for each engine component manifested as a sudden step degradation in performance, again overlaid on engines exhibiting normal engine-to-engine and run-to-run variability.

After determining the resources required to manually conduct the simplified test program, a decision was made to develop an automated evaluation capability. With more exhaustive test sequences being planned, the need for automation of the evaluation procedure was clear. Therefore, a computer program environment was developed that integrated the engine simulation and the DQVS model into a software test-bed environment. This was the genesis of the application herein termed the Data Qualification and Validation Test-bed.

### IV. The Data Qualification and Validation Test-bed

The DQV Test-bed was designed to enable a comprehensive performance review of a data validation/qualification system. Its primary design feature is the automation of the evaluation process enabling an extensive and meticulous test program. An object-oriented design was applied to further the utility of the Test-bed by allowing easy modification of the evaluation process. This modular approach makes possible the incorporation of various health management technologies with a minimum of development effort. An overall diagram of the functionality flow of the Test-bed is given in figure 1. The Test-bed operates on a single Windows/PC platform and utilizes data files for data transfer between the integrated components.

The test sequence to be conducted is described by the Test Plan file. This file is formatted in ASCII text for readability and characterizes properties of each test case in the overall test series. It describes how the data will be generated, and what, if any, failures are to be considered. The general format of the Test Plan file is given in table 1. File format can be modified to accommodate changes in the evaluation process.

A Microsoft Excel spreadsheet referred to as DQVT.XLS functions as the graphical user interface (GUI). It permits the user to create and populate the Test Plan file, and then to execute the test protocol and evaluation procedure. At the conclusion of the evaluation procedure, an overall results summary is displayed in a separate Excel spreadsheet with a title consistent with the test sequence name given in the Test Plan. The results summary spreadsheet is formatted to be concise, informative, and easy to read. Functionality of DQVS.XLS is provided by macros written in VBA (Visual Basic for Applications) within Excel.
Figure 1.—DQV Test-bed Software Diagram *Functionality flow of the DQV Test-bed.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Series Name</td>
<td>Name of the test series</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Test Cases</td>
<td>Total number of test cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Test Case)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Generation Needed</td>
<td>Binary value to indicate if new data needs to be generated. If not, then the previous data file will be used. This allows the same data file to be tested with different conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Faults</td>
<td>Total number of failures in the test case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Fault)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Category</td>
<td>Either a sensor or engine component failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Identifier</td>
<td>Object to be failed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Mode</td>
<td>How the object fails (e.g. shift, drift, etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Time</td>
<td>When the object fails during the simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Magnitude</td>
<td>Magnitude of the failure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Location</td>
<td>Location within an object where the failure occurs (not always applicable)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Duration</td>
<td>Time necessary for the failure to reach full magnitude (not always applicable)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The evaluation procedure, as defined by the Test Plan, is performed by the component termed the DQVT.EXE. It is the software environment that integrates the engine simulator and the DQVS model. DQVT.EXE was written in C++ and is comprised of four major software modules.

A. Test Manager Module
The Test Manager controls the overall execution of DQVT.EXE. It consists of the Test Planner and the Test Director. The Test Planner uses the Test Plan to provide information on the conduct of the test series as defined by the user. The Test Director executes the test series.

B. Data Source Module
The Data Source Module provides performance data to the DQV Test-bed. An interface layer, termed DataSrc, was created to permit a variety of data sources to be employed. In this application, the data source was time dependent sensor output from an engine model simulation and a specialized interface layer was created to manage it. All engine component hardware faults were simulated in the engine model.

C. Data Validation Module
The Data Validation Module connects the DQVS model with the Test-bed environment. An interface layer, termed DataVal, was used to manage the DQVS model. Modification of the interface layer provides the ability to integrate other health management algorithms. All sensor faults were simulated using embedded features of the DQVS model. It should be noted that control sensor faults were not simulated. Doing so would require a feedback channel to the controller in the engine model that was not implemented.

D. Analysis and Report Module
The Analysis and Report Module compares the DQVS model results to the test conditions described in the Test Plan. At the end of each test case, a report is produced. When all of the test cases have been completed, an overall summary report is generated. An example of the format of each report can be found in tables 2 and 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2.—TEST SERIES SUMMARY REPORT FORMAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format of report generated at the conclusion of a test series. This report includes the results of all test cases in the test sequence.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Series Name</td>
<td>Name for the test series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Test Case)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Case Number</td>
<td>Represents the test case number within the sequence of the test series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Inserted Fault)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Fault</td>
<td>Object that was failed during the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Mode</td>
<td>Type of failure (e.g. shift or drift) inserted into the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Time</td>
<td>Simulation system time when the failure occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Magnitude</td>
<td>Failure magnitude inserted into the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Detected Fault)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Name</td>
<td>Object that was detected as failing during the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Time</td>
<td>Simulation system time when the failure was detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline Value</td>
<td>Reference baseline value of the object that was failed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation Value</td>
<td>Reference standard deviation value of the object that was failed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnitude Value at Detection</td>
<td>Value of the failure at the time it was detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test that Detected the Failure</td>
<td>Method by which the failure was detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value at Detection as Percentage of Standard Deviation</td>
<td>Detection value expressed as a multiple of the nominal standard deviation value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Count of Correct No Fault Detections</td>
<td>Count of test cases that did not have any faults inserted and did not have any faults detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Count of Detected Faults</td>
<td>Count of faults inserted and correctly detected across all test cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Count of Missed Faults</td>
<td>Count of faults inserted, but not detected across all test cases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Count of False Alarms</td>
<td>Count of fault alarms not explained by faults inserted in the test data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
V. Results

The DQV Test-bed was used to evaluate the behavior of two versions of the DQVS model each designed for a specific diagnostic sensor suite. Because the optimal diagnostic sensor suite was modified during engine development, a second DQVS model was generated to accommodate these changes. Each of the DQVS models was evaluated using the DQV Test-bed test protocol given in table 4. This test protocol was executed four times. The first pair of runs was performed with engine component variability initially enabled and then disabled. This provided insight into the effects of engine-to-engine variability on the DQVS model. It is worth noting that with engine component variability disabled, the engine model produced results representative of the anticipated baseline production engine and neither of the DQVS models were trained with data from this baseline engine. These results allowed a focus on the effects of run-to-run variability without engine-to-engine variability. Finally, the pair of test protocol runs was executed a second time (Test Series 2 in tables 5 and 6). The second set of runs was performed as a consistency check on the first set of results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Case Name</td>
<td>Name of the test series.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Faults Inserted</td>
<td>Number of faults inserted into the test case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Inserted Fault)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Fault</td>
<td>Object that was failed during the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Mode</td>
<td>Type of failure (e.g. shift or drift) inserted into the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Time</td>
<td>Simulation system time when the failure occurred.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Magnitude</td>
<td>Failure magnitude inserted into the simulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(For Each Detected Fault)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Category</td>
<td>Indicates if a sensor or engine component failure was detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fault Identity</td>
<td>Object that was perceived as failing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Time</td>
<td>Simulation system time when the failure was detected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detection Magnitude</td>
<td>Failure magnitude at the time of detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct No Fault Detection</td>
<td>Indicates if no faults were inserted and no faults were detected in the test case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct Fault Detections</td>
<td>Count of faults inserted and correctly detected in the test case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed Fault Detections</td>
<td>Count of faults inserted, but not detected in the test case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False Alarm Detections</td>
<td>Count of fault alarms not explained by faults inserted in the test data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During development of the DQVS models, two methodologies were employed to generate training data. The first method, employed in development of the original DQVS model, used training data generated by selecting engine component characteristics for each simulation run randomly within the accepted performance range. A modified method using a hybrid approach was employed to generate training data for the second DQVS model. In the modified approach, a portion of the training data was generated initially by selecting engine component characteristics randomly within the accepted performance range. These initial training data were augmented by data from runs in which each individual engine performance parameter was first set to the positive limit of its normal variation range and then set to the negative limit of this range with the other performance parameters held at their baseline values. The objective of this method was to include extreme variation corners of the nominal engine performance envelope in the training data.

The DQV Test-bed provided a much more thorough and insightful characterization of the DQVS models than was possible during developer testing. During developer testing, both models performed well, but the test procedure was restricted. The developer did not have an on-site data generation capability and was therefore constrained by the number of nominal simulation data sets provided. Consequently, all developer tests were performed using data from
a single simulation run deemed typical of the testing data and only sensor failures that could be simulated in the DQVS were examined. When each model was challenged more thoroughly using the DQV Test-bed, localized weaknesses were exposed and areas for additional development were identified. This clearly demonstrated the importance and utility of the cost effective and comprehensive testing provided by the DQV Test-bed. In the future, model development and testing steps will be performed iteratively until diagnostic performance is demonstrated to meet system requirements for all test scenarios.

Further post-test analysis was performed to characterize the results into the following categories.

1) **Correct Fault Detection and Isolation**.—A fault condition was detected and isolated to the one correct fault.
2) **Fault Detection and Partial Correct Isolation**.—A fault condition was detected and isolated to a fault candidate list that included the correct fault.
3) **Fault Detection, but Incorrect Isolation**.—A fault condition was detected, but isolated to a fault candidate list that did not include the correct fault.
4) **No Fault Detection**.—A fault condition was not detected.
5) **False Fault Detection**.—A fault condition was incorrectly detected when a fault was not inserted.

Condensed tables of results are provided in tables 5 and 6, and a summary of findings is provided below.

1) The use of redundancy networks in the DQVS model improved sensor failure detections. The average time required to detect and isolate a fault was enhanced over the sole use of sensor signal limit filters. It is worth noting that all of the sensor failures were inserted as sensor value drifts at a rate of one standard deviation per second. Therefore, the results in table 5 can also be considered as fault detection magnitudes in terms of standard deviations of the sensor signal.
2) The performance of the second DQVS model showed some improvement in timing and fidelity over the first model. There was an improvement in the time for fault detection and isolation, and in the number of correct fault detections and isolations. The improvement can be attributed to differences in the training data generation methodologies as well as the number and locations of sensors employed. Further study is required to determine the individual contributing effect of these changes.
3) Enabling engine-to-engine variability had an influence on the performance of the DQVS model. Primarily, it reduced correct fault isolations while raising partial correct and incorrect fault isolations. It also increased the number of faults detected before fault insertion. These results suggest that engine variability will inhibit fault discrimination. They also indicate that additional training data will be needed to counter variability effects and better characterize the variability envelope.
4) The large number of missed detections for engine component faults indicate that the DQVS model was not sensitive to engine component fault signatures at the threshold fault levels employed. This result implies that threshold engine component fault signatures did not consistently rise above the expected engine-to-engine and/or run-to-run variability in the DQVS training data.
5) The DQVS model was not expected to identify specific engine component faults. A partial correct fault isolation in the case of an engine component fault was considered a positive result. A result of this type effectively supports diagnostic indications from other active health monitoring components specifically charged with detecting and isolating engine component faults.

---

**TABLE 5.—AVERAGE TIME FOR SENSOR FAULT DETECTION AND ISOLATION PER METHODOLOGY**

*Time from sensor fault insertion to correct fault detection and isolation in seconds. Time is classified by detection methodology and averaged across the test series. Missed detections and incorrect fault identifications are not considered. Because the inserted faults were sensor value drifts at a rate of one standard deviation per second, time in seconds can also be considered as fault magnitudes in terms of standard deviations of the sensor signal.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor Fault Detection and Isolation Method</th>
<th>Engine Variability Disabled</th>
<th>Engine Variability Enabled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DQVS Rev. 1</td>
<td>DQVS Rev. 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Series 1</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>24.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Series 2</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>25.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold Limit Exceeded</td>
<td>25.35</td>
<td>24.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship Failed</td>
<td>10.92</td>
<td>10.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10.57</td>
<td>10.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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VI. Summary

The DQV Test-bed proved to be an effective tool for cost effective and comprehensive testing of health monitoring systems. It provided an efficient avenue for assessing the strengths and weaknesses of a prototype data validation and fault detection system. In the future, model development and testing steps will be performed iteratively until performance of the health monitoring system is demonstrated to meet system requirements for all operating scenarios. By using the DQV Test-bed, an improved understanding of capabilities and trade-offs was achieved and incremental improvements were initiated. Unfortunately, the project was abruptly halted when the NGLT program was terminated and these initial test results could not be used immediately as a guide for additional development of DQVS models. As the result of this work, the DQV Test-bed is being upgraded to serve as a general-purpose testing tool for a variety of future NASA engine health monitoring development programs. The DQV Test-bed provides a potentially useful and important element of the necessary infrastructure to iteratively develop and flight qualify future engine health monitoring systems.

VII. Recommendations

From the beginning, the DQV Test-bed was designed to be modular. The principal reason was to make the Test-bed generic so that various health monitoring technologies could be quickly and easily “plugged-in”, exercised and evaluated. The structure of the Test-bed supports this objective and a more flexible architecture is now under development. This will allow the inclusion of data from other engine simulators and from hot-fire tests as they become available.

Whereas a graphical user interface is provided by an Excel spreadsheet, a traditional “Windows” look-and-feel is desired and should be developed. Requirements of this graphical application would include:

1) Allow the user to easily select, edit, save, and execute a test plan.
2) Provide reference information (e.g. baseline or standard deviation values) to the user during editing.
3) Allow the user to easily modify the evaluation procedure elements by selecting the source of test data and components to be tested.
4) Permit distributed computing where the elements of the evaluation procedure are executed on separate processors or on networked computers.
5) Allow the user to define the metrics used in the evaluation procedure.

| TABLE 6.—DQV TEST-BED RESULTS WITH ENGINE COMPONENT VARIABILITY DISABLED AND ENABLED |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|
|                                 | Engine Variability Disabled     | Engine Variability Enabled      |
|                                 | DQVS Rev. 1 | DQVS Rev. 2 | DQVS Rev. 1 | DQVS Rev. 2 |
| Test Series 1 Test Series 2    | Test Series 1 Test Series 2 |
| Category 1.—Nominal Runs (No Fault Inserted) |
| Percent of Runs with No Fault Detection | 100% | 90% | 90% | 100% | 80% | 60% | 90% | 90% |
| Percent of Runs with False Fault Detection | 0% | 10% | 10% | 0% | 20% | 40% | 10% | 10% |
| Category 2.—Sensor Fault Inserted |
| Percent of Runs with Correct Fault Detection and Isolation | 83% | 86% | 91% | 93% | 67% | 63% | 75% | 71% |
| Percent of Runs with Fault Detection & Partial Correct Isolation | 8% | 5% | 3% | 1% | 22% | 26% | 15% | 19% |
| Percent of Runs with Fault Detection, but Incorrect Isolation | 1% | 1% | 0% | 0% | 5% | 3% | 5% | 5% |
| Percent of Runs with No Fault Detection | 8% | 8% | 6% | 6% | 6% | 8% | 5% | 5% |
| Category 3.—Engine Component Fault Inserted |
| Percent of Runs with Correct Fault Detection and Isolation | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a | n/a |
| Percent of Runs with Fault Detection & Partial Correct Isolation | 26% | 20% | 29% | 29% | 29% | 32% | 32% | 35% |
| Percent of Runs with Fault Detection, but Incorrect Isolation | 10% | 3% | 3% | 3% | 6% | 13% | 13% | 10% |
| Percent of Runs with No Fault Detection | 64% | 77% | 68% | 68% | 65% | 55% | 55% | 55% |
The range and maturity of considered fault cases need to be advanced. Random time-variant sensor fault components (e.g. spikes and oscillations), and changes in sensor dynamic response characteristics (e.g. lag times) should be considered. Improved engine fault simulations are needed to realistically challenge and characterize DQV system performance and thereby support the development of EHM systems that are flight certifiable.

Additional trade studies to better define qualification test decision parameters are needed. This will support refinement of DQV processes and improve diagnostic performance evaluation.

A more thorough simulation plan for training is needed to characterize the normal engine operating envelope. Run-to-run engine variability must be well understood for effective multi-start engine data validation. The simulation test results and the large degree of freedom present in a health management system both suggest a Monte Carlo training approach. When challenging regimes are identified, a staged refinement process will likely be necessary.

Empirically-derived models depend on high-quality, comprehensive training data to produce accurate and consistent results. In-depth testing to identify shortcomings in the training or performance of empirically-derived models will be an essential task in the development of flight certifiable systems. The model training and testing tasks are likely to be iterative, which emphasizes the critical importance of developing highly efficient, automated tools for both model development and model testing.
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Online data validation is a performance-enhancing component of modern control and health management systems. It is essential that performance of the data validation system be verified prior to its use in a control and health management system. A new Data Qualification and Validation (DQV) Test-bed application was developed to provide a systematic test environment for this performance verification. The DQV Test-bed was used to evaluate a model-based data validation package known as the Data Quality Validation Studio (DQVS). DQVS was employed as the primary data validation component of a rocket engine health management (EHM) system developed under NASA's NGLT (Next Generation Launch Technology) program. In this paper, the DQVS and DQV Test-bed software applications are described, and the DQV Test-bed verification procedure for this EHM system application is presented. Test-bed results are summarized and implications for EHM system performance improvements are discussed.